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ELITERSHIP
Elitist Individuals in Business
opportunity and investment with a return far better
than capital expenditures.
‘Elitership’ is a word that we have engineered from
elitism and leadership to represent noble leadership
and elitist achievements.
Read here our analysis of the “1 in 100”!

By Siegfried W. Andersen, Founder &
Dennis F. Jakobsen, Senior Partner.
Introduction:
From 30 years of consulting to Boards and Executive
Teams, and training over 12,000 leaders and
managers on a global scale, we have found a small
group of individuals to be significantly outside the
measures of “standard” capabilities.

Growth, Stagnation, or Destruction?
Mckinsey has found that among the world’s 3,000
largest companies, the
1) Lowest 20% destroys economic value – billions of
dollars
2) Middle 60% struggle to reach the mean
3) Upper 16% are able to generate increasing results,
on a handful KPI’s over a period of 5 years

We are dealing with the top 1% (- 3%) of the corporate
landscape and cover individuals whom Malcom
Gladwell define as ‘outliers’; these are “people
who do not fit into our normal understanding of
achievements…who operate at the extreme outer
edge of what is statistically plausible”.

4) Pinnacle 4% deliver results on all significant KPI’s
continuously over a 5-year period or more!

As individuals and teams their short- and long-term
results will outperform +97% of their colleagues for
any significant KPI.

‘The economy’ and ‘competition’ provide easy
explanations for poor results. In contrast, every
segment has successful companies; what might their
explanations be?

Ascending to an elitist performance is a deliberate
training process which can be copied in all
companies with the right mentality and competitive
environment.
Our conclusion is that leadership – and management
– trained intensively becomes a business discipline,
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long-term plans for success.
The Purpose of a Company, Management,
Leadership
A company is a sphere of people who collaborate for
the purpose of “creating a customer”.
Management, or “making common people do
uncommon things” , indicates an evolution of
systems, structures, processes, procedures,
performance, and KPI’s; this is the organized side of
a company with the intention to deliver results.
Leadership, or “making common people into
uncommon people”, points towards a personal
evolutionary process, training, self-efficacy,
contribution to people and company, practicing
wisdom, and modesty; this is the human side of a
company to pursue innovation, change and what we
call “the golden values of humanity”.

That is, 80% of the sample of companies generates
mediocre or negative value! You must ask – “What
are the top-executive-teams doing when at work?”

People can be the only cause of trouble, and we find
that many executive teams implement plans they
did not plan for. Destruction of billions of dollars of
value can hardly be a planned effort, and is a sign of
a systematic social flaw, and it makes you wonder if
they were hoping to ride their luck instead of making
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When executed well and applied relevantly to various
levels of the organization you will purportedly
become very good, great or fantastic at what you do.
Outliers will maximize the dynamics of management
and leadership to achieve results on the outskirts of
measurable outcome, thus representing something
“bigger’, which may even make them ‘iconic’. Think
Mr Maersk McKinney Moller, Sir Alex Ferguson, Jack
Welch and similar characters.
The 1 in 100!
None of the Barcelona FC, Chicago Bulls, or GE knew
beforehand that, in the making of Lionel Messi,
Michael Jordan, or Jack Welsh, they had a global
super star, the best basketball player in modern
times, or potentially the greatest business man of
the 20th century.
From a population of 2,000-3,000 people you may
recruit 100 carefully picked people. Processed
systematically with training, increasing challenges
you should expect 25 standouts who advanced
further thru exercises and tougher feedback sessions
may crystalize one or two uniquely gifted people.
This is your 1 in 100.

As a leader you know that the perfect organisation
is built of imperfect individuals. It is your choice
and effort to turn people into a long term planned
success.
Five Capabilities of Elitist Individuals
We think these five capabilities are trademarks of
elitist individuals:
1) Mental Capabilities
Display hope, honesty, integrity, dignity, selfdiscipline, energy.
We all have strengths, and we are all flawed. What we
call for is self-discipline to always step into character
and never step out of character.
Can you be in a splendid mood every day? Can you
deliberately be upset when it serves a purpose?
Can you be a person of honesty and high integrity?
Absolutely – it is a choice you make.
It is living and amplifying “golden values of
humanity” of wisdom, prudence, modesty, tenacity,
integrity, high ethics, strong morals, and beautiful
aesthetics.

The process should indicate you that leadership
training is a business opportunity rather than a
cost. Outliers are 2-3 times more productive than
mediocre employees and potentially 10 times more
innovative.

Always use your strengths in balance with other
people, and never parade the shadowy side of your
personality!

How much is this worth to you?

Display technical and professional skills, solve
problems, analyse issues, innovate, and practice selfdevelopment.

Our view is thus: leaders are made; no one is born
into it. Upbringing, expectations and experiences
may favour some, but it takes 10,000 hours or at
least 10 years of deliberate practice to become great
at something. First, however, you must decide for
yourself to become a great human being with no
limits or challenges.
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2) Personal Capabilities

You have learned by experience and have been
taught during years of general schooling or adult
education in, for instance, MBA programs..
In our experience many people stop learning before
they turn 45 years old. Organizations can stop
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learning as well. This collective out-dating will
ensure an expiration date before you know of it.

Just ask yourself, “What can you create with weak
relationships?”

and future landscapes in which they will operate.
They will not be deluded by ‘concepts’ and ‘what ifs’.

This is intellectually arrogant and complacent.
When you leave home at age 18, your parents have
programmed you with ‘control system version 1.0’.
Now, your job is to keep upgrading the mental hard
disk and not carry forward convictions, attitudes and
behaviours from a teenager’s school yard.

Taking charge of relationships with friends, family,
colleagues and the boss is a natural instinct aimed at
forge networks, leverage wisdom and assistance and
to deliver results.

This requires being curious and noticing all sorts of
cues in the internal and external environment, being
able to immerse oneself into a wealth of information,
and crystalizing the actual state of affairs and longterm vision.

The objective must be to learn what is equivalent to
one centimetre a day.
3) Performance Capability

Inspired by Albert Einstein, we have formulated this
piece of math:
1
EGO = ---------------------------------Human understanding

Display a focus on results, establish stretch goals,
and take initiative.
We find that many people assume that they
know how they perform when, in fact, they do
not. Management ranks are full of people who
were promoted due to ‘technical excellence’;
unfortunately, this shows in their leadership role
forever.
We need to test and assess people, both in current
and other roles. Feedback analysis must be ongoing (and increasingly ruthless when ascending
in organizations) to validate objectives vs. results
and to figure out how people achieved as they did
and what must be strengthened. This knowledge
of performance allows an organization to spread
practices and standards, to train towards new
thresholds and role models, and thus to create and
mass-produce over-performance.

5) Perceptual Acuity
Display strategic perspective, champion change, and
connect with the outside world.

Display powerful and broad communication, inspire
and motivate, build relationships, develop others,
collaborate, and foster teamwork.

When we confront executives on an issue, we start
by asking, “How do you know that what you know is a
fact and not an assumption?”

Because no one ever did anything alone, we have
concluded that ‘strong relationships = strong results’.

Elitist performers have a laser-sharp eye on reality
and on the complexity and dynamics of the current
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1) Meta-perspective, which is up to a 25-year horizon
combined with an understanding of which decisions need
to be taken now, or in five or 10 years’ time, to create the
foundation or basis for the actions necessary to realize a
vision in due time.
2) Operational perspective of 1-5 years with an ability
to break these down into shorter periods and to finally
prioritize them into short-term actions.
In the best organizations the high performers are
training the medium performers by translating
business and leadership curriculum into “the modus
operandi of our company”. Taken further it becomes
a water-fall model of leadership edudation as the
newly educated managers/employees now have the
obligation to train their colleagues, and by way of
training others they train themselves. The essence of
Elitership!

4) Relationship Responsibility
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We have found that elitist individuals uses a dual set
of spectacles;

Sense-Making - Hope and Focus – Act and Adapt
“Humans are attached to their upbringing, experiences
and expectations means that humans cling to the
familiar” . When unfamiliar situations arise such as a
9/11 situation (God forbid), a financial meltdown, new
competitors, technological advances, or a new strategy,
the frame of reference is disrupted, and new needs are
established.
‘Sense-making’ is an iterative process in which the leader
and his or her people ‘act’ or labour their way to a better
understanding of the challenges on hand. This process
can be drawn out with the leader to deliver solely ‘the
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best sense of reality’, which are the expected results,
while his or her people act and adapt, lead and change.
Thru a process of “ascending high-quality thinking”
it becomes a persuasion process whereby the leader
and his or her people revise past knowledge and
impressions to ensure that they can jointly adapt to
twists, turns, and changes as the scenario evolves. The
process is about getting people to accept responsibility
for their positions and organization and constantly
training them to comprehend and operate on a higher
level.
The patience required to avoid making immediate
decisions will make the leader vulnerable to a ‘lack
of results’, but the leader’s human understanding will
dictate the course of action to use to persuade people
to act against their instincts. In the process of change,
people will occasionally need to go down the wrong
paths before finding their way again.
Ordinary leaders would want to direct or grant
immediate actions, which may become a trap if people
are led down the wrong avenues, become stuck, and
fail to make their way back, with no clear idea of their
circumstances. This is often costly and time consuming
and jams or paralyzes the organization.
Bypassing the sense-making process and making
instant recommendations can be done solely by elitist
individuals when a supreme business culture is preinstalled and the management ranks are well trained to
address it.
Impact on Society
Elitist leaders create jobs; they do not destroy them!
We need to align ourselves with the thought that weak
or mediocre leadership will make poor decisions and
create poor-performing businesses, leaving a cleanup job that must be addressed. With a turnaround
implemented; you will see long-term progress in which
increasing revenue and bottom line numbers exceed
those of class best. Planned results are not a matter of
long-term luck.
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The outcomes must be: profitable growth, not
stagnation; creation of jobs; mental enrichment of
people; wealth accumulation; opportunities for savings
and (re-)investments; long-term sustainability; and
respect for people and society.
Just think about it. A society of poor companies cannot
become rich, build an infrastructure, establish health
care, and educate their people. Only successful and rich
companies can create a rich society.
Elitership
Management and leadership mastery are just stepping
stones toward an elitist business standard.
Outliers; 1) hold a standard of perfection; 2) strive for
simplicity; 3) make other people do what they never
thought was possible; 4) challenge other geniuses; and
5) appreciate diversity.
When studying elitist business people, we become
fascinated by one, several or all factors such as
personality, results, abilities, worldliness, and impact
on society and people.
Make no mistake, working for and with elitist
individuals is no “walk in the park”; instead, they are
the opposite. You will continuously be subjected to
demanding tasks, challenging problems, horrendous
working hours, and much more that put most people on
their knees

Your target group is 24- to 42-year-old because
people over 45 years old are rarely inclined to change
anything because they become victims of the success
of becoming CEOs or executives and see no need
to rock the boat. Many people wants to change the
World; however, few are ready to change themselves
accordingly.
So, what is the value of elitist performers? In the
sporting world transfer costs and salaries of talents are
ever increasing as a reflection of ‘on field’ abilities, age
vs future re-sale value etc.
Corporately you should be asking similar questions:
- What is the return on investment in building an
organisation with multiple outliers on every layer?
- Are you willing to come to terms with that some
individuals are ‘5 – 15 – 25 or 50 Million USD men’ –
either in terms of contribution to the company or in
salaries?
- Which championship do we actually want to be
fighting for – the ‘World Cup of Outperformance’….or?
As such, we may ask, “Are you an elitist individual in
business?”

Elitist individuals in business are admirable because
they practice the ‘religion’ of noble leadership, which
means, in the process of training others, they train
themselves to new standards; collectively, this will
create great achievements.
Elitership Is the Pinnacle
Elitership is the pinnacle of leadership and
management, and only 1 in 100 is destined for this
business practice. This is an intensive and deliberate
training of convictions, attitudes and behaviors for 10
years and beyond.
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Next up is

The Will to Lead
The outstanding team of

The Will to Lead

in Copenhagen
3rd - 7th November, 2014

in Amsterdam

15th - 19th September, 2014
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Disclaimer: KF Andersen Leadership Academy (KFA) has taken every care in compiling information and material
for this newsletter. KFA will not be held responsible for any loss, damage or inconvenience caused as a result of any
inaccuracy or error contained in the newsletter. Copyright: All material on these pages, including without limitation
text, logos, icons, photographs and all other artwork, is copyright material of KF Andersen Leadership Academy
(KFA), unless otherwise stated.

Come join us! Sign up at:
http://bit.ly/1lzVOnc
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